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THE MECHANISM OF CATALYZED DECOMPOSITION 
OF AMMONIA IN THE PRESENCE OF 

DOUBLY PROMOTED SYNTHETIC CATALYST 

I: OBSERVATION OF THE DECOMPOSITION RATE 

By 

J uro HomUTI and Isamu TOYOSlIDIA *) 

(Received December 29, 1957) 

Introduction 

ENmHYfO, KOBAYASHI and one of the present authorsl)~) have found 
the stoichiometric number**)~) 2 of the rate-determining step of the 
catalyzed ammonia synthetic reaction 

( 1 ) 

in the presence of doubly promoted iron c~talyst at ordinaryll as well 
as 29.5 atme) pressure. This conclusion confines the part of determining 
the rate to one of the last three steps of the sequence 

Ne --> 2N (a) 

He ---) 2H (a) 

N(a) +H(a)-NH(a) 

NH (a) + H (a) --> NH~ (a) 

NHz(a)+ H (a) ------> NH:l 

( 2 ) 

(a): adsorbed state 

provided that the catalyzed synthesis follows the sequence (2) at all**>. 
It is the purpose of the present work to identify the rate-deter

mining step in extention of above results from the kinetic analysis of 
the catalyzed decomposition of ammonia in the presence of the same 
catalyst. It is well-known, that iron of the catalyst forms different 
nitrides in the presence of ammonia, which exsists of course more or 

*) J. H. and 1. T.; Research Institute for Catalysis, Hokkaido University. 
**) The stoichiometric number is the number of times of a step to occur for every 

overall reaction defined by a definite chemical equation; those of the first, second and 
the last three steps of the sequence (2) are thus 1,3 and 2 respectively with reference 
to the overall reaction (1). 
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The Mechanism of Catalyzed Decomposition of Ammonia 

less in excess in the cl;1se of catalyzed decomposition. The iron
ammonia-hydrogen system has been exhaustively investigated by EmIETT 

and collaborators4
) and a number of other authors") with consistent 

results, which assures, in particular, that catalyst iron used by ENO:'IWTO, 

HORlUTJ and KOBAYASHll)~) forms a-phase, i. e. solid solution of nitrogen 
in iron. 

The present experiment has been carried out, securing the same 
state of the catalyst, by flowing the catalyst's bed steadily with 1 : 4 
ammonia-hydrogen mixture at 1 atm total pressure and 450-540°C, and 
the outflow rate of ammonia was observed for determining the rate 
of ammonia decomposition as the function of temperature and the 
composition of gas mixture as detailed below. The analysis of the 
results for the rate-determining step will be reported in a subsequent 
paper. 

§ 1. Materials 

Catalyst used is a different portion of the same preparation as 
that used by ENmmTo, HORltJTI and KOBAYASUI1)~), i. e. doubly promoted 
iron catalyst containing 1.82% A120:l , 1.06% K20, 0.41% Si02 , 0.04% CaO 
and a trace of MgO. 

Cylinder hydrogen was passed over reduced copper gauze and then 
nickel gauze respectively of 39 and 31 cm:l apparent volumes both 
kept at 600°C, four columns of silica gel each of 4 cm diameter and 40 cm 
length successively and then over phosphorous pentoxide. Hydrogen 
thus purified was used for the decomposition experiment as well as 
for the reduction of catalyst. 

Cylinder ammonia was dried over soda lime and solid pottasium 
hydroxide before use. 

§ 2. Apparatus 

The apparatus for the decomposition experiment is shown in Fig. 
1. R is the quartz reaction chamber of 75 cm length and 3.4 cm inner 
diameter containing 100.7 gm (before reduction) catalyst in a 6 cm high 
bed resting between layers of Raschig rings supported by glass wool 
packed above and beneath. The electric furnace Fl keeps the catalyst's 
bed at a desired temperature and preheats inflow gas. J10 J 2, J:l and 
J4 are four alumel-chromel thermojunctions held respectively at the 
top, middle, bottom on the axis and on the wall at the middle height 
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The Mechanism of Catalyzed Decomposition of Ammonia 

respectively of the catalyst bed, J. being automatically kept at the 
desired temperature by means of a potentiometric thermoregulator 
within +2°C; J1 etc. were calibrated at melting points of tin. lead, 
zinc and antimony. MJ and M2 are flowmeters, shown schematically, 
for ammonia and hydrogen respectively; each of them is a multicap:i1lary 
arrangement thermostated at 25°C covering a range of flow rate from 
20 to 2000 cc/min with +0.4% probable errors; after being thus meas
ured individually of the flow rate, ammonia and hydrogen are mixed 
at G, before flown through the c8.talyst's bed. P1 and P2 are man
ometers, A is the gas overflow for keeping the gas pressure constant 
and DJ etc. are towers of drying agents mentioned in the foregoing 
section. 

§ 3. Procedure of Experiment 

The bed of reduced catalyst kept at a definite temperature by J. 
as described above is flown with 1 : 4 ammonia-hydrogen mixture and • the constant outflow rate N~ of ammonia finally attained is determined 
for each run of fixed catalyst's temperature aiJ.d fixed inflow rate of 
gas mixture. Runs of different catalyst's temperatures and inflow rates 
are conducted successively with one and the same portion of the catalyst 
throughout as below. 

The bed of catalyst before reduction is set in R as described in 
§ 2 and reduced in situ in 100 cc7min hydrogen stream for 110 hours at 
40DoC, then for 160 hours at 500°C and finally for 300 hours at 600°C 
until the condensation of water in outflow gas is imperceptible in a 
trap in liquid nitrogen. 

The catalyst reduced as above. is now subjected to the preliminary 
treatment of flowing it with hydrogen at 550°C for 4 to 5 hours and 
then at the temperature of the run going to be conducted for half 
or an hour. The run is now started just by switching the hydrogen 
stream to that of 1 : 4 ammonia-hydrogen mixture of constant flow 
rate. The outflow rate of ammonia is now repeatedly ohserved until 
it attains a constant value at respectively fixed catalyst's temperature 
and inflow rate. 

Three to five runs were carried out in succession in the course 
of a day, the catalyst being subjected to the preliminary treatment 
described above before and after the dayly work, as well as before 
changing the temperature of the run in course of a day. On closing 
the dayly work. the catalyst's bed was cooled in pure hydrogen flow 
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TABLE 1. Experimental results. 
Nn/ NA=4.00±0.023 

I 
Temperature Inflow rate of Ammonia Date "C outflow rate 

NH~, E2, 

1 1 I 
[Average 

NA NH NA' 1952 
mol/min mol/min mol/min 

tl tJ ta t4 
x 10" x 10" I x 10" 

6 I 472 

I 
I July 471 472 484 475 0902 3.625 I 0.446 

" 472 472 474 484 476 1.786 7.188 1.135 
" 472 470 474 I 485 

I 
475 4.464 17.86 3.535 

7 472 471 471 484 475 2.781 10.98 1.863 

" 467 468 478 488 475 8.929 35.71 7.842 
" 472 470 472 484 476 1.107 4.451 0581 

21 472 I 469 486 484 474 2.746 10.98 1.925 
" 460 463 486 484 476 18.08 72.54 16.81 

Oct. 30 472 472 472 481 474 3.130 12.41 2.222 

July 8 447 447 4471457 450 0.911 3.692 0.710 
" 447 447 450 460 I 451 1.263 5.022 

I 
1.005 

" 447 447 450 458 450 2.746 16.16 2.377 
9 447 447 I 448 460 451 1.786 7.188 1.474 
" 447 447 450 462 451 4.464 17.85 4.013 

22 445 445 
450 I 462 I 450 8.929 35.71 8.558 

July 13 485 484 484 496 487 

I 
0.902 3.549 0.252 

" 485 484 484 496 487 1.263 5.045 0.451 

I Fraction 
of ammonia 
outflow rate 

yA = 
e 

I N / 2NA-~A'+NJ 
0.090 

0.118 

0.150 

0.126 

0.172 

0.096 

0.133 

0.183 

0.135 

0.149 

0.153 

0.168 

0.159 

0.176 

0.190 

I 0.049 

I 0.063 
I 

Remarks 

Probable error of 
y:: 1.2% 

Several Runs at NH/NA 
=10 and 487"C or 474°C 
inserted between Runs 
36 and 37 

Probable error of 
y1: 1.1% 

Probable error of 
y1: 1.8% 

~ 

t 
~ 

~ 

r 
~ 

£. 
~ 
~ 
~ 

~ 
~ 
~ 

~ 
B' 
~ 
~. 



14 July 18 486 484 484 496 487 1.786 7.188 0.768 0.077 
15 485 484 485 496 488 4.464 17.85 2.843 0.121 
16 14 485 482 484 496 488 2.746 10.98 1.468 0.098 
17 484 483 486 496 487 8.973 35.71 6.828 0.145 
18 480 479 489 501 487 18.08 72.54 16.21 0.176 

~ 
~ 

JUly 15 I 509 I 5051 509 

, 
~ 19 521 511 0.911 3.661 0.052 0.010 ~ 

'" :;:s-20 521 512 1.263 5.044 0.135 oms '"' 
509 505 509 

'" 21 510 506 509 I 521 512 1.786 7.188 0.209 0.020 /%. 
;;l 

22 "I 511 
506 509 521 512 4.487 17.95 1.528 0.060 ~ 

23 16. 502 501 516 530 512 18.04 72.54 13.71 0.145 ~ I 
"... 24 509 504 511 521 513 8.973 35.71 5.450 0.113 ~ \ 

510 506 521 512 
\ 

2.746 10.98 '" I-' 25 509 0.507 0.032 '" ~ R. 
26 17 509 506 509 521 511 6.696 26.88 3.368 0.090 b \ 

'" 27 509 504 509 521 511 1.339 5.857 0.122 0.015 C> c 
36 23 509 506 509 521 511 

I 
4.464 

I 
17.95 1.533 I 0.061 ~ 

0 

'" "' . .... 
0'. 

I c 

'" 28 July 18 530 526 530 542 532 2.679 I 10.98 0.151 0.010 ~ 
29 " 533 526 , 530 542 533 4.531 I 18.08 0.631 0.024 ~ 

~ 30 531 524 530 546 533 3.929 35.71 3.389 0.068 ;:! 

I 
0 

31 526 520 533 548 532 18.04 72.54 10.48 0.107 '" 0'. 

'"' 32 " 530 526 530 542 532 1.786 7.188 0.056 0.005 

I i 
~ 

*) Runs have been conducted in the order of their numbers, those of approximately the same averaged 

temperatures being groul?ed together in the Table. 
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down to 200°C after the above treatment, shut off by stopcocks and 
left overnight at the same temperature in hydrogen atomsphere, Fairly 
reproducible resllits were obtained by this procedure. 

The outflow rate N~ of undecomposed ammonia was determined 
by passing it through sulphuric acid solution of known concentration 
for a recorded time and by titrating it back. 

§ 4. Experimental Results 

The experimental results are shown in Table 1. The temperature 
l'tadings t" to and t~ respectively of thermojunctions, J 11 J2 and J 3 on 
the axis are coincident with each other within a few degrees in most 
of runs except in those at higher temperatures and higher inflow 
ratos, whex'eas that t~ of J4 on the wall is considerably higher than the 
formers. Ammonia outflow rate N~ given in the Table is the average 
of several measurements for each run, probable errors of them being 
19'0 except in eases when otherwise remarked, 

Fraction y1 of ammonia outtlow rate over the total outflow rate 
in the second last column is given as 

1 

o 0.5 1.0 X 10- 1 mol min-I 

-- N 
Fig. 2 Fraction y1 of ammonia outflow rate VB. N=2NA+NH 

NA, NIl: ammonia or hyrogen inflow rate. Temperature 
designated: mean of "Averages" of each group in Table 1. 
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( 3 ) 

'';'i i12;? iVA or Nil i8 the ammonia or hydrogen inflow rate and the de
nominator is twice the decrease NA-N~ of ammonia flow rate, giving 
the total increment of nitrogen and hydrogen flow rates, plus N~ and 
N R • Fig, 2 shows the plots of y~ VB. N=2NA +NR • 

§ 5. Determination of the Decomposition Rate 

Results of observation given in Table 1 were analyzed for the 
decomposition ,:ate U of ammonia, i. e. the number of mols of ammonia 
decomposed per min per cc of the catalyst's bed at different tempera
tures and compositions of the gas mixture; U is first expressed by 
observed quantities under idealized conditions given below, and cor
rected for deviations from the idealizations as described in later sec
tions, admitting U as a function of temperature and mol fraction x A 

of ammonia. 
(I) The ft.ow of gas components and the conversion among them 

prr;ceed steadily thrnughout, 
(II) The flow rate and the mol fraction x il of every gas component 

a are l'ospectively homogeneous .:lver every horizontal section of R 
throughout, where a represents ammonia, nitrogen and hydrogen de
noted in what follows respectively by A, Nand H. 

(III) The xa of any gas component a equals everywhere the frac
tion yO (If its flow rate. 

(IV) Temper'ature i& homogeneous throughout R. 
From (I) we have immediately 

2nN+n,A=NA' nF1=3nN+NJi' (4. A), (4. II) 

where n 8 is the flow ra.te of l), since OBe haif the decrease Nr-nA of 
arnmonia dow rate, nN, and one third the increase nH --NR of hydrogen 
flow rate should equal each other by the stoichiometric relation (1). 
Expressirlg the fraction yA of ammonia flow rate as 

(5. y) 

vVC; have, elirninating nN and nR from the above three equations, 

nA = ___ yA _ N', 
1 +yA 

(5, A) 
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N= 2N4 +NH • (5. N) 

It is deduced from (II) and (IV), on the other hand, that U is 
homogeneous over every horizontal section. The decrease -dnA of 
ammonia flow rate between two horizontal sections of S area at dh 
distance equals now USdh according to (I), i. e. 

-dnA = USdh, (6. n) 

h being the depth of a horizontal section measured from the top of 
the catalyst's bed downwards. We have hence according to (5.A) 

_ NdyA =SUdh, 
(1 +yA)2 

or by integration 

ry1 dyA V 
• Jyt U(l+yA)2 - N ' 

(6. y) 

( 7 ) 

where V is the volume of the catalyst's bed and suffix i or e signifies 
quantities at the inlet or exit of the catalyst's bed respectively, as in 
what follows. Differentiating (7) with respect to liN, we have 

U = _ dy1 I d(l/N) 
e V(l +y:? ' 

( 8 ) 

since U is a function solely of yA in accordance with (III) and (IV); (8) 
determines U in terms of Ue as the function of XA, identical with 
Y1, and temperature t of the relevant run under the above idealized 
conditions. 

§ 6. Deviation from the Idealizations 

Among the idealized conditions, (I) will be taken sufficiently assured 
on the ground of appreciably constant N~ observed for any constant 
N~ and N H • Allowing now for deviations from (II), (III) and (IV), 
noting that (7) holds generally for U averaged over the relevant horizontal 
section, the differentiation provides instead of (8), 

__ 1_ dyA + [x] +[t] = V, 
Ue(l +y1r d(l/N) 

(9. U) 

where 

( au) ( ax
A 

) 

axA 
tm a-(11 N) YA' 

(9. x) 
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[t] = fY
: dyA (~U_) ( __ a!m_) 

yt U~(1 + yAy atm .. x A a(l/ N) YA· 
(9. t) 

U, yA and xA are respective averages over the appropriate horizontal 
section and tm is such a value of t as just to give the averaged value 
of U, when put into the original function of U (t, XA) together with the 
average x A

• 

New assumptions are now introduced in place of (II), (III) and (IV), 
that the interrelation between xA and yA, now representing the re
spective average values, is identical with that between respectively 
homogeneous xA and y\ and that tm is determined as in § 11. 

We now proceed to evaluate [x] and [tJ in subsequent sections. 

§ 7. Relation between xo and yo 

We investigate the relation between X o and yO qualitatively before 
evaluating [x]. 

The Xo must of course equal yo, if every layer of gas mixture is 
moving downwards without any mix-up ·01' mass interchange between 
the layers. ArJ:y deviation of XII from yO should hence be attributed 
t9_ the mix-up, which is effected by thermal diffusion of gas components 
as well as by turbulence in gas caused especially by flowing through 
ca tal ys t grains. 

The mix-up gives rise to the additional rate, -DoCSaxo lak, of flow, 
where C or S is the total concentration of the gas mixture or the area 
of horizontal section of R, which are respectively kept constant at the 
present experimental condition. Do is the proportionality constant 
depending on the extent of the mix-up, or the additional rate across 
unit area at unit descent, -Caxa /ak, of (3 concentration, and is nothing 
but the diffusion constant, if the mix-up is effected solely by the thermal 
motion. The result9nt flow rate n a is now given as 

~ 

---~ axo 
n° = -CSDo --- +wxo, (10) 

ak 

from which we have for the rate w of mass flow 

where 

o 
w = n+CS ~Do -~~- , 

ak 

-129-
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We have from the definition of yB, (10) and (11. w) 

yO = n~ In = XO -CS/n· (D/jax o lah-xo 2]Doaxa 18h). (12) 

It has been shown by KANEKo") and POLISSAR') independently, that 
Do due to different kinds of random zig-zag motions, 1,2, .. , i, .. ,I, of 
constituent particles is given as 

D a - 1 ~ B ('l15)2 - -- L.J Vi i , 
6 i~l 

(13) 

where lta is the length of the segment of a single rectilinear motion 
of i-th kind and vl its frequency. We assume now that each molecule 
of our gas mixture is conducting two classes of such sort of motions, 
i. e. those of thermal motion and of turbulence superposed with each 
other in accordance with (13). Dividing thus the summation of (13) 
for the two classes, we have 

Do = ! ~ v,a (In + ! _ ~ v~ (l~)2 , (14) 

where t or p numbers the terms in (14) respectively appropriate to 
the thermal motion or to the turbulence. 

The thermal part is transformed as shown by KANEKo"" with special 
reference to gaseous molecules, as 

2J v,li (l;<,)2 = 2v,o ).,15 , , 
where V," is the mean velocity of {) and ).,0 the mean free path in accord
ance with the gas kinetic theory. Assuming that tht: similar trans
formation is valid to the summation 2j v$ (l~f, we have from (14) 

p 

(15) 

where v~ or ).~ is the relevant mean velocity Vi mean free path l'e
spectively corresponding to v,a or ).7. 

The ).t, ).~ and ).~ are respectively determined at 5.92 x 10-6
, 8;5 x 

10-6
, 16.0 X 10-6 cm in the respective pure gases at O°C and 1 atm 

pressure*), from which we have ).t V;4 = 1.5, ).~v~=1.9 and ).fvf=13cm2 sec- 1 

in the respective pure gases at 500°C and 1 atm, assuming ,~? inversely 
proportional to the concentration and va given as VB = VSkt/;rna, where 
k is the BOLTZ~fANN'S constant and m 0 the mass of the molecule a. The 

*) Smithsonian Physical Tables, Washington, D. C. 1938. 
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A~ v~ is estimated on the other hand at 1 cm~ sec~) at most. identifying 
A~ with the average diameter 0.5 cm of the catalyst's grains and vz with 
the linear velocity of the gas flow, i. e. 2 em sec~l at most. 

The values At~ vp in gas mixture of the present experiment being 
respectively around the above values of pure gas at 500°C as calculated 
in later sections, Do is, according to (15), practically of the magnitude 
of the thermal part. 

It has, moreover, turned out by actual calculations, that the cor
rection of U for the mix-up effect is as a whole negligibly small at 
large inflow rate. when the turbulence part of D~ is significant compared 
with the thermal part. but that the part is quite insignificant at 
smaller inflow rate, when the correction for the mix-up effect is as 
a whole appreciable. It hence follows that the uncertainity, if any. 
of the above assumptions on the turbulence part affects hardly numeri
eally the corrected result of U. 

% 8, Variation of yo with h 

We might now qualitatively follow the variation of yo with h. 

We have for y\ in particular. from (5. A) 

yA = n A I(N _nil) • (16. A) 

and similarly for yN and yTI from (12). (ll. n) and (4) 

nN 
yN= _____ _ 

2nN+NH+NA ' 

or by differentiation 

dyA __ N dnA 
dh - -.- (N-nAi dh 

. dy~ = ____ ~H.2~!iA_____ dnN 
dh (2nN +N I11-NAY dh 

(16. N), (16. H) 

(17. A) 

dyH =_?J}{±J'V"AL_ dn
H 

dh (2nIT + N + NAY dh 

(17. N), (17. H) 

As coefficients of dna Idh in (17) are all positive and finite*>, dyo Idh and 
dn° Idh have the same sign and the discontinuity, if any, at the same 
h. The va dation of yO may hence be reproduced qualitatively in this 
regard by that of n°. 

Fig. 3 shows the variation of n° deduced as follows. According 
to (6.n), nA varies continuously with h with finite differential coefficient 

*) N -nA in (17. A) is positive and finite according to (4. A) and (5. N) 
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I 
~H ____________ ~~'-----------~----------nH 

I 
I 

I 

I 

II·' ________ ..(..1 

~ :;----_-....;.. ______ nA 

I
nN 

~ ~ 
o 

--..... ;, 

Fig. 3 Variation of flow rate nil of component /) 
with depth h in catalyst's bed. 

- US. The same is true with nN and nH
, as follows from the stoichio

metric relation derived from (4), i. e. 

(18) 

The flow rate nil of every component should be constant before 
entering the catalyst's bed, i. e. over the region of negative h in accor
dance with the steady state condition (1). Inside the catalyst's bed, 
nA must decrease.with increasing h according to (6.n), while nN or nH 

increases respectively monotonously in accordance with (18), perhaps 
rapidly at first and more and more slowly later along with the decrease 
of the reactant A. 

The ana lah is discontinuous at the inlet or the exit of the catalyst's 
bed, i. e. at h=O or he respectively, as seen from (6. n) and (18), because 
of positive finite or zero U respectively inside or outside the catalyst's 
bed. The nil are again respectively constant after having left the 
catalyst's bed similarly as before entering. 

§ 9. Variation of x A with It 

We now consider the variation of x a with h qualitatively with 
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reference to that of yo deduced in the forgoing section. 
In the extreme case, when CSDa~a/'Ok in (10) is negligible, we 

have by (lI.n) and (12) 

(19) 

noting 

I]xo = 1, (20) 

by definition. 
For the general case it is to be noted, that 'Ox ° l'Ok must be every

where continuous at the steady state in distinction from a'JIlak, since 
otherwise a must accumulate at or dissipate from the point of the 
discontinuity of aXil l'Ok at an infinite rate, which is hardly counter
balanced for the steady state, by any other process, i. e. gas flow or 
chemical conversion of finite rate*\ 

It is now shown as below that XO is constant and equals yO over 
the region, k>ke, i.e. 

XO = yO = const., k>ke. 

We have from (10) and (12) 

yA+C'DAaa;A/ah _ yN+C'DNaa;N/ah _ yH+C'D"3a;"/ah 
xA - a;N - x" 

where 

C' = CS/n . 

It follows, on the other hand, from the relation 

axA/ah+axNlah+ax"/ah = 0 , 

(21) 

(22.y) 

(22. C) 

(23) 

derived from (20), that there exists positive as well as negative axo/ah, unless all axil /ah 
simultaneously vanish. In the latter case, we have simply (21) from (20) and (22. y), noting 
constant yo in this region. In the former case, we have the greatest positive C'Do/a;/) x 

*) This statement is exact, if the spaces above and beneath the catalyst's bed in R were 
packed with such catalytically inactive grains, as providing the same turbulance and 
hence the same ]50 as well as the same effective sectional area to the gas flow as 
those of the catalyst. These spaces are actually packed by catalytically inactive 
Raschig rings as stated in § 3 in the present experiment. but strictly speaking. the 
above conditions are not necessarily satisfied. The continuity exists. for S']5a a:l:0/ah 
in general instead for a:l:ll/ah exactly, where S' is the effective sectional area. What 
is deduced from the continuity of aa;o /ah in the text is. however. that a:l:0lah-O, for 
h{<he)-.he and that axA/ah<O for h«O) .... O from axAlah<O for he>h"20. As these 
conclusions invariably follow from the continuity of S'jjo a:l:0/ah for the proved 
positive finite value of jjA, the arguments in the text remain valid, if based formally 
upon the latter general condition. 
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axB/ah and the smallest negative C'DB/x .·3x 'O/3h, since C'Do/x B are all positive. Let 9 

or s be 0 relevant to the respective C'Do/x" .3x B/3h. It follows that 

ax'J/ah> 0 , ax8/ah<0, (24) 

and hence . according to (22. y) and (24) that the excess of C'Dg/x'J·3x'J/3h over C'D8/x&.3x'/3h 

increases with increasing h, so that the existence of g and s, and hence (24) continues to 
hold. The part of g or s may happen to be transferred from one to the other 0 along 
with the increase of h but (24) remains invariably valid. 

The result is that sooner or later X1 exceeds unity or x 8 becomes negative, which is 
of course absurd. Only physically significant solution of (22. y) is in consequence that of 
(21). 

Next, we follow x'O in the region, h--:::.he. 
It follows from (12) and (23), that 

xA = yA+CSjn·'jJAaxAjah, 

where 

'j5A = DA(l-xA)+ DNaxNjah+DHaxHjah xA. 
axNjah + axHjah 

(25. y) 

(25. D) 

On the basis of the continuity of ax· lah and (25), it is shown as below, 
that xA varies with h as given qualitatively in Fig. 4 in the region, 
h<he. 

We first consider the region inside the catalyst's bed where OSh<hc. 

On the ground of the foregoing conclusion (21) and the continuity of 3x. /alt, we have 

(26) 

JjA is, on the other hand, positive there, since along with the zeroth order approxima
tion of identifying x" respectively with y a in evaluating correction terms [x] and [t], 

3XN /ah and 3x"/3h in (25. D) may be taken to be of equal sign similarly as ayN/ah and 
ayH/ah are according to (17) and (18). Let now XA>yA. The axA/ah is then positive by (25. y) 

or x A increases with h. But since yA monotonously decreases with increasing h according 
to § 8, x A _yA and hence ax A/3h remains positive with increasing h according to (25. y). 

The x A must now continue to increase, while yA decreases, thus never meeting the 
boundary condition (26). It is shown similarly, that the premise, XA=yA, leads also to the 

contradiction to the latter condition. It follows that xA<yA and hence axA/3h<0 by 
(25. y) over the region. 

If on the other hand 3xA/ah is sufficiently smaller than ay A/3h so that a~xA/ah~sO, 
while a2yA/ah2>0 as in Fig. 4, ax 4/ah-ay A/ah and in consequence a~xA/3h" according to 

(25. y) monotonously decrease with increasing h in contradiction again to the boundary 
condition. The (axA/ah),,=o must hence be fitted in with by a definite negative value. 

We consider next the region k<O. 

It follows from (20) in general that either 3x o/ak are simultaneously zero or one of 
them at least is positive. Eq. (10) states now that Cd must be positive, since, if otherwise, 
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either all no must vanish, or one of them at least must be negative, in contradiction in 
either way to the present experimental condition. It follows further from (10) that axN/ah 
>0, for n N =0 over the region, that axFl/ah>O, since {J)xH>nH, i. e. hydrogen formed in the 
catalyst's bed in excess over the external supply of the rate nH=NH must be driven 
forward implied in the mass flow of the rate {J)xH and in consequence that [jA is positive 
according to (25. D). As nA=NA, besides nN=O and nH=NH in this region, we have ac
cording to (5. y) and (11. n), 

yt",o = NA/(NA+NB) , n=NA+NH, 

respectively constant. Eq. (25. y) is now integrated as 

where xt is x A at h=O, which is smaller than yt",o according to the foregoing conclusion, 
axA/ah<O, for the region, OSh<he, the continuity of ax a /ah and (25. y). The above equation 

states that x A «y~",o) approaches the constant y~",o steadily with decreasing h, because 
of the positive value of j]A, as illustrated in Fig. 4. 

A 

Yh<O 

j 

I 

jl 
I 

I 
I I 

I I 
I 

i I 
0 h, 

----.~/, 

Fig. 4 Variation of ammonia mol fraction x A and 
fraction yA of its flow rate with depth h in 
the catalyst's bed. 

A 

Yh>h t e 

The xA deviates thus from yA in general, the deviation varying 
lVith hand n as seen from (25). The function U(t"" xA

) must hence 
rary with the flow rate at given t", and yA, along with the variation 
)f xA

• 

§ 10. Evaluation of [x] 

The correction [x] of (9. x), i. e. 

( ~U ) ( ax
A 

) 

axA 
t a (liN) yA 
m 
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is now evaluated in zeroth order approximation of identifying yA with xA. 
The U in the integral is first determined as Ue by (8) from a series 

of measurements of y: at different N and nearly the same averages 
of t,., t20 ta and t4, regarding them as if conducted exactly at the same 
temperature, kept homogeneous throughout the catalyst's bed. U. thus 
determined is now adjusted precisely as the function of t""e and y: in 
a manner described in § 12 and identified with U as th~ function of tm 
and yA, which are respectively numerically equal to tm,e and y:. 

The factor (::y[J/axA)t
m 

in the integral is determined from the result 
of the above calculation, as 

(27) 

The last factor {axA/a(l/N)}YA in the integral is given as 

( axA 1 _ 
l a(l/N) J yA 

where 

2CDA S2U (1 +yA)" 

N 
(28. x) 

(28. D) 

for the present experimental condition that NJI/NA is kept constant at 
4 throughout as shown below. 

Identifying xA with yA, fJA of (25. D) is expressed as 

- DN+rDIl A J)A = DA(l-.....A\+ --.--.--- Y 
• -v , l+r ' 

where 

We have on the other hand from (11. n), (12), (4. H) and (5. A) 

yN+yH+yA=l. yn=3yN+Nsln, n(l+yA)=N, 

or eliminating nand yA from (30) 

(l+NIl/N)yn = (3-NR/N)yN+2Nn/N. 

(29. D) 

(29. r) 

(30. a), (30. b), (30. c) 

The NnlN in the above equation is, according to (5. N) and the experimental condition, 

Nn/NA=4, kept constant at 2(3 throughout the present experiment, so that 

Y
H = .J...yN+4 

. 5 (81) 
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We have now from (31) and (29), r=7/5 or (28. D), which states that JjA is the sole func
tion of yA independent of N at constant temperature, in so far as DO's are functions of 
xo's respectively identified with yo's. 

The factor l'hr;AlCi(l/N)}yA in question is now according to (25.y) 

{~_} _ CSJjA Cix
A 

{a(l/n)} + CSJjA {a(axAlah)} (32) 
a (l/N) yA - ah a (liN) yA n a (liN) yA 

The differential coefficient {a (lln)la (11 N)}YA equals 1 +yA by (30. c), i. e. 

{_~(li!tt} = 1 +yA 
a (liN) yA .' 

whereas CixAlah is given by (6. y) identifying x A with yA as 

from which we have 

{
a (axAlah)l ' 

a(i/N)jYA oo--SU(l+yA)-, 

regarding U as the function of yA for the present approximation. 
from (32), (33), (34) and (35) referring to (30. c). 

The [x] is now given from (9. x), (27) and (28. x) as 

[x] = - J.2SJ fY: }'jA~_~ + yA) __ (_au) dyA. 
N yt U ayA 'm 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

We have now (28. x) 

(36) 

The VA is calculated by (28. D) and (15), assuming At
a in the thermal 

part as given by the usual expression, 

(37) 

where i3k is k-th a, m"k or mOl the molecular weight and Ok! the mean of 
the collision diameters Ok and 01 respectively of (Jk and al • i. e. the 
appropriate pair of oA=4.43x10-8 cm, 0N=3.75x10-s cm and oH=2.74 
x 1O-8cm **" concentration of a being identified with Cyo. 

§ lL Determination of tm 

The t", in (9) is determined as follows. As remarked in § 4, t. is 
pretty higher than t j , t2 and ta, which are relatively near each other. 
On this ground the temperature distribution over every horizontal 
section through the catalyst's bed is approximated by that through 

*) Cf. e.g. S. H. KENNARD, Kinetic Theory of Ga.s68, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1939, 
p. 112. 

**) wid. p. 149. 
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the catalyst's bed of infinite height, whose temperature varies radially 
but not vertically and is the same to that of the section in question 
on the axis as well as on the wall respectively, in accordance with 
the equation 

~ ~(r~) = QjlC, 
r dr dr 

(38) 

where t or r is the temperature or the radius from the axis to the 
point of interest, IC the effective specific thermal conductivity and Q 
the heat evolved per unit volume of the catalyst's bed per unit time. 
Integrating (38) assuming Qjr., constant*\ we have 

t=~+~-~~K, ~~ 

where to or tR is t at r=O or r=R, i.e. that on the axis or the wall. 
Assuming now local value Ut of U a linear function of tempera

ture over the respective horizontal section, as 

(40) 

we have by averaging, U t over the section according to (39) and (40) 

U = 7r~2 r Ut 2nrdr = Uo+ ~ (tR-tO) = Uo+aCR;to -to} (41. U) 

We see from (40) and (41. U) that averaged U over the section just 

corresponds to Ut at tR+to or we have, according to the definition 
2 

of tm'in § 6, 

(41. t) 

Temperature inhomogenuity along the axis, i. e. the variation of to 
along h was allowed for by the quadratic function 

*) Assuming instead Q/K a linear function of temperature, as Q/,,=A+Bt with constants 
A and B, in accordance with the linear form (40) of U, we have by solving (38) 

r2 l+P(r) 
t-t" = (tR-to) R2 1+ P(R) , 

in place of (39), where 

P(r) = j~4 cl!r (~;: )+-1 , (j: even) 

provides higher order correction, which is ignored in the present approximation. 
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to = ah2 +bh+c, (42) 

whereas that of tR is neglected as 

(43. R) 

on the ground that the temperature on the wall is rather controlled 
from outside than affected from inside by the endothermic reaction, 
in accordance with the observed differences between tl etc.. The 
coefficients a, band c of (42) are given in terms of temperatures t J , 

t~ and ts as 

1 b = he (4t2-is-3tJ), c = tJ . 

(43. a), (43. b), (43. c) 

Eqs. (41.t), (42) and (43) determine tm as a function of h on the base 
of the observed values of tu t~, ts and t4 • 

§ 12. Evaluation of [tJ 

The U in the correction term [tJ of (9. t), i. e. 

[tJ = ry
: dyA (~) ( atm ) 

- JYf U~ (1 +yA)2 atm x A a (l/N) yA 

IS evaluated from the set of series of y:, N-observations as follows. 
U is first determined crudely as described in § 10 from each series of direct y:. N

observations as the function of tm,e and y:. The temperature coefficient of U e is now 

determined from the Ue-values obtained as above at each Y: and by means of this tempera
ture coefficient the above [fe-values are corrected to tm,c taken more or less arbitrarily 

within the scatter of nearly equal tm,e of each group. We have now a number of series. 

each appropriate to a definite tm,c. of Ue-values at different y:. The temperature coef

ficient is now recalculated from the series and by means of which original Ue-values are 

again corrected to the respectively appropriate tn, ,e. This procedure is repeated until 

corrected Ue-values vary no more. 
The functional relation between [fe, tm,e and y: thus obtained holds between corre

sponding quantities without suffix e. in so far as U is the function of tm and x A identified 
with yA. 

The second factor (aU/atm)xA in the integral is identified with 
(aUe/atm.e)yA obtained in the above calculation. 

The third factor (atm/a(l/ N) )YA is developed as 

( at,n ) _ ( atm ) ( ah ) + (_~~"'--- _) a (l/N) yA - ah N a(l/N) yA a (l/N) : 
(44) 
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regarding tm as a function of hand N. The differential coefficients 
(at"jah)N and (at",ja(l/N»h in the above equation are given according to 
(41.t) and (42) as 

(_at",) = ah+ ~b, (45. a) 
ah, N 2 

(a (~~N)) h = ~ a'h~+ -~ b'k -r ~ c' + !- tit , (45. b) 

where a, b, c, tR and thei:..' differential eoefficients a' = (aaja (1/ N»,. etc. 
are determined by (43) from the observations of t I , t2, t3 and t 4, and of 
their variations with N. We have Oll the other hand 

( oh ) - -hN 
a(l/N) YA- , 

(46) 

since the indefinite integral of (6. y), i. e. 

J
yA dyA ___ Sh 
yt U(l+yA)2 N 

(4'7) 

is constant at constant yA and hence k/N is similarly in the zeroth mde:e 
approximation. 

The [t] is now expressed according to (9. t), (44), (45) and (46) as 

[t] = fY1 -~- [' au) {a'k2 -t b'h+cl+t~---(2ah+b)hN} . yt 2U2(1 +yA)2 \ at",. yA 

(48) 

It is required for the evaluation of [tJ to determine the relation 
between yA and h, inasmuch as the last factor of the integrand of (48) 
is given as the function of h. The latter :celation was determined by 
means of the indefinite integral (47) substituting U-values for a 
properly fixed tm for the zeroth order approximation, so as just to fit 
in with the observed values of y, N, y:/ and y~t in accordance with the 
definite integral (7). 

§ 13. Final Correction and the Results 

The corrected value Ue, corr. of Ue is now given according to (9. U), 
from the value of [x] and [t] just worked out, as 

U = _ dy: /d(1!N) 
e, corr. (V __ [x]- [tJ) (1 + y:)2 

(49) 
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Those data were rejected, for which [x] appreciably exceeds 10% 
V, regarding possible uncertainity of (37) underlying the correction. 
The y;,N'plots appropriate to the rejeeted data of U are indicated 
in Fig. 2 with dotted lines through the scatt€;r of the latter plots. 

The procedure of ealculation desc:dbed in the forgoing sections is 
now repeated on the base of Ue.corr. in place of Ue to work out [x], 
[t] and hence further Ue . carr. by (49). This successive approximation 
was carried forward, until the value of [x] and [t] remained unvaried 
by any further step of approximation. The invariant values of [x] and 
[t] were attained practically by the second step in most of cases. 

Table 2 shows the final values of [x] and [tJ in cc, Ue.cnrr. calculated 
by (49) with the latter values, and the appropriate tmp each section 
of the Table giving data of nearly equal tm •e • The final values of U at 
every tm ." and y1 are worked out as shown in Table 3 according to the 
procedure described in § 12 from the final value of Ue. torr. in Table 2; 
in Table 3, y~4 is replaced by xA at h:::.he , which equals y1 according to 
(25.y) and (26). 

TABLE 2. Final values of Lx]' [tJ and Ue • corr. 

V =54.5 ce. 

~-~~:~-~=~=~-=-~~-~).l~;-T-;~;=T~- ~~50 ~~=c~~~;=---~.;;~~=ccoooo~~;6=~ 

---t~-:--oc------- ~;1-T--~6;-T---~7'! 1--4~~-

--- [,~] --~~----T -~~~---~;- 1--;-8--1--6~~- I 7.7 ! -~.;----

----[t-]-----:----r--;~---T~~2--T--l~~----r-;:~----1·-~·~--1- ~~-~--

~~ cor~o,-~;[~~~/~~~r~:6~~~L~~~,~.-]--~i~~:~'.[~~.~~--' I'X~~==T~-~~~=_ 
~~-------=-==-==---'"=.-;:::--=.:;;-----=-=--=--"=.---:.":"""""--=-=--=-=-------=--=~..:::......-----::.-~.=:..:::::=":::...=.::..:..:..=.. ==-

y1 . 0.190. 0.176 I 0.168 O.15!) 

-----;,.~-e---o~----r----~~~--r---~~~ --T-------~48, 445 

-'------------, -----~---i·---~---------;----~-----·-----!--- ----------" 
r x J cc 0.3 2.2 I 4.6 I 10.5 

--------- - -------------_._.----- ---,-------------- -- -,- _._- --_ .... _ .. _ .. _--- - ----------
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yA 
e 0.176 I 0.145 1 0.121 I 0.098 

tm,e °C 480 493 

[x] cc 0.5 

I 490 I 491 I -----;-----'-1 2.2 5.4~-l--l0.l--

~~I---~ ---i----~~2 [ t ] cc 15.8 2.7 

U. mol NHa 10" I 54.3 e, corr. cc min x I 

--~------~------

\ 25.5 ]9.7 15.3 

y: 0.145 I 0.113 0.090 0.061 I 0.060 0.032 

t m ,€ °C 506 ' 
I 

507 1 515 \ 515 \ 516 

[x] cc 0.6 
I 

[ t ] cc 9.1 

1.6 I 3.1 \ 

9.5 \ 5.4 I 

5.7 I 5.7 I 

-----'---~----

2.6 2.2 I 

10.7 

4.0 

U mol NH~ x 10" ! 
~,corr. ccmin I 76.6 57.3 I 41.2 \ 26.6 23.7 I 

I 
17.7 

yA 
e 0.107 0.068 0.024 

tm,e °C 528 526 530 

[x] cc 0.8 2.5 I 6.7 

[ t ] cc 7.6 
----;;~~-----I 

2.7 

U mol NH.1 x 10" I 
e, corr, cc min 105.0 68.0 29.0 

TABLE 3. Final value of U mol ~H3 x 106 

ccmm 

tm,e 

475°C 

_______________ x
A 

t'ln,C~ 

446°C 

~XA 
tm,c ~ _______ 

489°C 

0.183 I 0.172 ; 0.150 

38.5 ~o--I 14.2 

0.190 0.176 

11.4 5.14 

0.176 I 0.145 
I 

76.3 
I 

22.9 
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~- - -
~-------~A 0.145 I 0.113 0.090 I 0.061 I 0.060 I 0.032 

tm,c --..... 

513°C 101.3 i 70.6 34.2 
I 

22.0 
I 19.6 i 14.1 

I I 

-- --

~J ____ O.~1O_7 ___ I~~_ -_-___ 0_.0_68 _______ 0._02_4 __ _ 

I 
528°C 104.6 71.5 27.3 

We see from Table 2 that [x] is quite insignificant, as referred to 
in § 7, for larger y: to which larger N corresponds as seen from Fig. 2. 

Summary 

1. The bed of properly reduced, doubly promoted ammonia synthetic 
catalyst was flown with 1: 4 ammonia-hydrogen mixture at 1 atm total 
pressure and 450~540°C and the steady ammonia outflow rate was 
determined at different inflow rates and temperatures of the catalyst's 
bed. 
2. The rate of ammonia decomposition Ue per unit volume of the 

catalyst's bed was shown to be given as 

u - - dy1/d(1/N) N 2N N 
e - V(1+y1)2' = A+ H' 

at the steady state in the absence of turbulence, diffusion and in
homogenuity of temperature and flow rates inside the catalyst's bed, 
where y1 is the observed fraction of the ammonia outflow rate over 
the total outflow rate, to which Ue given by the above equation is 
appropriate, V the volume of the catalyst's bed and NA or NH the 
inflow rate of ammonia or hydrogen. 
3. The deviation from the above Ue-value due to the turbulence and 

diffusion on one hand and to the temperature inhomogenuity on the 
other hand was theoretically analyzed. 
4. The TIe-value corrected for the deviations mentioned above was 
given as the function of temperature and mol fraction of ammonia. 

The present authors wish to thank Dr. Tomiyuki TOYA for his 
valuable advises and Mr. Takeshi SAITO for his sincere and laborious 
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Aid for Fundamental Scientific Research of the Ministry of Education. 
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